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UVC-IP-EVRDN-HR-P
UltraView IP true day/night camera 540TVL PAL, H.264 SVC, PoE/12VDC/24VAC

Overview

UTC introduces the perfect marriage from both
worlds including the high performance and
advanced EVR technology and the unique
evolved H.264-SVC technology in the new
UltraView™ H.264-SVC fixed camera series.

UltraView-EVR

The UltraView EVR technology performance in
challenging low light applications has been
significantly improved. The EVR cameras can
automatically adjusts gain, white balance and
other settings based on its environment, providing
the best possible images in most common
situation.

Ultraview-Exceptional Low-Light Performance

These cameras produce high-quality pictures
even in low-light conditions and can be used with
infrared illumination. The UltraView camera offers
high performance, Easy configurability and a full
feature set for virtually any application.

H.264-SVC technology

The cameras codec allows digital video capture
streaming, external storage and embedded
analytics on an IP-based network. Also standard
are UTC algorithms including Activity Detection
and various camera health monitoring services.
The integration with other UltraView and somde
TrueVision devices ensures that the UltraView
video solution meets the needs of demanding
video applications, as well as providing an
integration platform for access control, energy
management and other industry specific
functions.
 

Standard Features

H.264-SVC (Scalable Video Coding) includes
- Multi-streaming
- Latest, most advanced compression standard
- More capabilities than typical H.264
implementations via image/frame rate scalability
- Reduced bandwidth (15-30%) and better image
quality compared to MPEG4-ASP
- Same quality from PTZ as from stationary cameras

E

A scalable network surveillance solution
- Part of the VisioWave Intelligent Video Platform (IVP)
- Supports 25/30 FPS (4CIF) and video content
analysis

E

Leverage the power of the VisioWave VOS
- Common Video Operating System (VOS) allows all
VisioWave devices to work together
- Distributed intelligence for more flexibility and

obustness

E

Excellent performance in low light applicationsE

True day/night (removable IR cut filter)E

Supports Power over Ethernet (PoE)E

Web based interface for configurationE
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UltraView IP true day/night camera 540TVL PAL, H.264 SVC, PoE/12VDC/24VAC

Specifications
H.264-SVC Technology:

Networking:Auto-sensing Ethernet 10/100Mbit LAN port

IP multicast, unicast and multi-unicast support

Ethernet/IP CoS support (802.1p/Q)

System monitoring:Remote alarm notification through SNMP/ HTTP,
e-mail or pager

Alarm module: audible and visual notification for
system status

Embedded monitoring: temperature, watchdog
timer, voltage

Running on the VisioWave Video Operating
System (VOS).

Video:H.264-SVC compression

Low bandwidth and low latency

PAL (704x576 @ 25 FPS); NTSC (704x480 @ 30
FPS)

EVR Technology:

General Specifications:

Image sensor: 1/3-in. interline transfer Super HAD CCD

Signal System: NTSC or PAL standard

Scanning System: 525/60 (NTSC), 625/50 (PAL); 2:1 Interlace

Synchronization: DC Internal/AC Line Lock

Horizontal Resolution: 540 TVL color

Sensitivity: - 0.3 lux @ f1.2 (SAGC on, 30 IRE)
- 0.05 lux @ f1.2 in b/w mode (SAGC on, 30 IRE)
- 0 lux visible light under IR illumination (780 NM to 1100 NM)

S/N Ratio: > 50 dB

AGC: 0 to 36 dB

Manual Exposure: 1/60 (1/50), 1/120, 1/250, 1/500, 1/1000, 1/2000, 1/5000, 1/10000 sec.

Progessive scan: No

Brick Specifications:

White Balance: ATW / PTL

Auto BLC: Off/On

Exposure:  AI/AE

D/N Switching: Auto/ BW

Operating Temperature: -50 to 50°C

Dimension: 168x75x53 mm

PoE: Yes

The H.264-SVC compression
delivers optimum image quality for
the bandwidth available. Unlike other
H.264 or MPEG4 compressions,
UTC's codec features true
multi-streaming that allows a single
encoding process to provide multiple
simultaneous combinations (profiles)
of image size (4CIF or 2CIF, CIF,
QCIF) to be extracted at various
frame rates. Furthermore, the
scalable H.264-SVC stream doubles
the number of simultaneous video
streams that can be displayed on
client workstation compared to other
H.264 compression schemes.

Ordering Information
Part No. Description

UltraView IP true day/night camera 540TVL PAL, H.264 SVC,
PoE/12VDC/24VAC

UVC-IP-EVRDN-HR-P

As a company of innovation, UTC Fire & Security reserves the right to change product specifications without notice. For the latest
product specifications, visit  UTC Fire & Security online or contact your sales representative.
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